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Lednicky R. E2 - 10522 
The Problem of the X'(958). Spin. Part II. 
Production and Decay Correlations 

The X" production and decay correlations have been 
analyzed, and the question of the Adair cut is dfscus
sed. In particular, it is shown that the lack of aniso
tropies in the Adair distributions for the reaction 
K-p-X0

\ at 1.75 GeV/c (co•8,.m.>0.6) and at 4.16 GeV/c 
(cos8<".m. >0.995) is not in contradiction with the spin-2 
X0 assignment. 

The investigation has been performed at the 
Laboratory of High Energies, JINR. 
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stiii ~~!a{~~s~~~~. o;P(~~)e~~o- -mes~~ ~r:_Yf;_ 
In particular, according to a relativistic 
analysis of the x0 ~rymr and x0 ~yrr+1T-
decays /r,z/ both the 0- and 2 - hypotheses 
equally well agree with world Dalitz plot 
data. In the present paper we analyze the 
X0 production and decay correlations and 
discuss the question of the Adair cut. 

It is well-known that possible X0 -meson 
spin effects could be the most pronounced 
in the X0 production and decay correlations. 
Such correlations were studied in the reac
tion K- p ~ X0 A in many experiments at 
Brookhaven and Berkeley with incident beam 
momenta over a range of 2-5 GeV /c 13- 61, 
For a long period of time no deviations 
from isotropy were observed in the distri
butions of the angle e between the K- beam 
momentum and the X0 decay analyzers. Since 
a spin zero particle must decay isotropi
cally, this fact was interpreted as a strong 
argument supporting the 0- hypothesis. Howe
ver, the statistics in all these experi
ments were insufficient to perform the Adair 
analysis. Only in 1973 the statistics in 
the experiment at 2.18 GeV/c /7.~ were 
rich enough to study the correlations in 
the almost collinear events, x= cos8

0
.m. >0.98, 

critical for solution of the X0 -meson spin 
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problem~/•.neviations from isotropy were 
observed in the Adair distributions with the • decay analyzers along the normal n to the 
x0 4 ry"" decay plane, and the ry -meson 
( y-quantum) momentum k in the X0 4ry1m(y,,+,,-) 
decay. The corresponding polar-equatorial 
ratios P/E= N<lcosOj >0.5)/N<lcosOI <0.5) shown in 
'Table 1 have a pr-obability (in a x 2 sense) 
of a small fraction of a per cent to be in 
agreement with isotropyfeland agree well 
with pseudotensor predictions. However, 
the near threshold experiment atl.75GeV/chW 
finished in 1974, did not support these 
anisotropies. Note that near threshold 
of the reaction K-p 4X0 1\ the X0 -meson 
spin projections ±2 on the c.m.s. beam 
direction Kare damped, i.e., the X0 spin 
alignment and corresponding anisotropies 
should appear at not too small production 
angles. Therefore, it may seem quite na
tural to interpret the lack of anisotropies 
in this experiment as a strong argument 
against a nonzero x0 spin /JO, fl/. The absence 
of anisotropies in the Adair distributions 
for very forward produced X0 s (x>Q99@ 
in the reaction K-p 4X 01\ at 4.16 GeV/c 
has been recently reported at the Tbilisi 
Conferencel1 ~According to the authors, 
their high statistics sample unambiguously 
excluded the 2- asignment, thus definitely 
establishing the X0 spin parity as 0-. 

We show in the present paper that the 
lack of anisotropies in the Adair distri
butions at 1.75 GeV/c or even an indication 

*Compare with ref / 5
/ where the X0 -meson 

was claimed to be pseudoscalar based on 
the same data but with a much weaker Adair 
cut. 
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Table 1 

The number of polar events <Pl, the number of equatorial events <El 
and the results of the 2- fits for the Adair distributions discussed 
in the text; Na is the number of standard deviations, the respective 
entries differ from equal numbers of P and E (isotropic distribu
tion) 

llxperiullt 2.18 GeV/c'"''""' 2- :tit 1.75 GeV/e/10/ 2- fit + 4.16 GeV/c/121 2- !it 

Jl:""p ... :t°(958)t\ 
x > o.98 r11•0.13'!<J.3s x > o.6 f 11=0,01-o,45 x > 0.995 l'11=0.13$0.20 

PT < 101 U.V/c r22=0.03'!<J.12 PT< 197 MoV/c y22=<J.}'40.14 PT<. 108 MeV/c r22=0.21-o.07 

t' deco;y Deco;y 

mo do dalJ'ze1 
p l!l ".- P/F. p K ,.,,.. P/F. p B N,- P/B 

, 
23 43 2.6 23/43 3'> 24 1.3 33/25 28 28 0 27/29 K 

z .,,. 11" i (k) 39 27 1.5 39/27 24 3'> 1.3 25/33 30 26 0.5 28/28 

Tir (~) - 36/}Q - 231}5 26 30 0.5 27129 
. 

' K - 16/11 - 19/23 - 1.02 

r,.r( ;er) r,>%4 2o4 1.6'/ 9/18 22 20 0.3 24/18 - 0.96 

fir(~) - 16/11 - 20/22 - 1.02 
. 

*These are background - subtracted numbers. 
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Fig. 1. Polar-equatorial asymmetries for 
different decay analyzers (a) in the X04q"" 
decay and (b) in the X0 

4 Y"+" - decay (620 < 
<m< 880 MeV/c 2 )vs the p 22 spin density 
matrix element of the x0 -meson. The bounds 
shown correspond to extreme Poo values; 
theriseofpoo from Poo=O top~ix=l-2p 22 
is indicated by the arrows. The experimen
tal values have been calculated from the 
data of Table 1. 



of an opposite character of the P- E asym
metries at 1.75 and 2.18 GeV/c (see Fig. 1) 
are not in contradiction with the pseudo
tensor X0 -meson and, even more, the last 
fact can be considered as a hint against 
the o- assignment/1/, although statistically 
insufficiently grounded. Moreover, although 
the preliminary data at 4.16 GeV/c indeed 
yield an argument against the spin-2 hy
pothesis, they are not yet able to exclude 
this possibility. 

2. The distribution over the cosine of 
the angle IJ between the production and 
decay x0 spin analyzers is uniform in the 
case of zero X0 spin. If the X0 spin is 2, 
this distribution has the following gene
ral form/1 3/ 

l 10 18 
W(cosO)~T[l + 7 c,d P, (cosO)+-rc d P <cosV)I, 

_2_ 444 (1) 

where PL(zl are the Legendre polynomials. 
The quantities cL are determined by the 
production mechanism only. Choosing the 
production analyzer ( z -axis) in the X'' 
production plan~ (say, along the c.m.s. 
beam momentum Ki, these quantities can be 
expressed through the X0 spin density matrix 
elements in the form 

l 
cz ~roo +2(p_1-1 +pll)-(p_z_z +Pzz)' (2) 

Note that p ~p due to parity conserva-
tion in themprodu~tion process. The quan
tities dL depend on the x0 decay mechanism 
only. They are also determined by the for
mulae (2) with the elements Pmm replaced 
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by the spin density matrix elements rmm in 
the X0 decay averaged over the decay phase 
space and normalized; m is now the X0 spin 
projection on the decay analyzer :J. Note 
that the elements r , are defined through 

m m • 
the X" decay amplitudes AIAJ (ml ~<p 1 A 1 ···Pf,\e/Alm> 

rm 'm ~ l~I Ai'Al(m')ArAJ (m) (3) 

where !Al are the helicities of decay par
ticles. 

The X" spin will most clearly manifest 
itself in the distribution (1) if the X0 

production and decay analyzers are chosen 
in such a way that the corresponding quan
tities ~.and d1.achieve maximal absolute 
values. Note that these quantities are li
mited due to the normalization condition 
Sp r; == 1 , i . e . , 

2 I c
2 

I _< l, - ~- < c < I ( 4) 3 - 1 -

with the same inequalities valid for the dL 
values. We have calculated the decay ele
ments dLin ref/ 1

·1/and analyzed the ques
tion of the best decay analyzer in ref.II~ 
using, however, simplest nonrelativistic 
matrix elements for the X"-meson 3-particle 
decays. Here we recalculate the dL values 
for the 3-particle X" decays using the re
sults of the relativistic decay analysis 
performed in ref~ /2/. 

The matrix element of the X"~rymr 
decay is supposed to be bilinear and quad
rulinear in the 4-momenta of the ry-meson 
<kµ J and of the pions (p 1, 2µ J 

(5) 
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where m<mxlis the dipion (X 0 -meson) mass, 
<iy - <P1µ- P211 l/2 and a; are free parameters. 
The X0 4yrr+rr-decay amplitude is a mixture 
of the Ml-, E2- and M3-transitions 

A·X=lg
1
lP.k,q·X,cl+g 2 \q,k,k·X.c1 " 

+ g k·X·kl q. k. P ,e l/m 2X\ f(m). 
3 

( 6) 

where P ,,_and XI"' (k 1 and "I') are the X
0 

( y -
quantum) 4-momenthm and polarization tensor, 
[a,b,c,dl=<µ"P" a1,b,,cfid" and f(m) is the 
~ -meson propagator. The mixing parameters 
g; are assumed to be independent of the 
dipion mass (g 1 c\L There are three natural 
decay analyzer,s in the x0 4 11 rr'rr - (X0 

-• J'" 'rr -) 
decay: normal il to the X0 decay plane, ,, -
meson ( y -quantum) momentum k in the X" 
rest frame and rr"-meson momentum q in the 
dipion rest frame. The corresponding 
decay elements d1. and extreme values of d 2 
are presented in Table 2 and fig. 2. The 
calculations were performed with different 
sets of the decay parameters a; and g; ob
tained in the fits of world Dalitz plot 
data, see Table 1 (FIT 6-13) and Table 2 
(FIT 4-5) in ref.1 21.As is seen from 
Table 2, the values of the elements d1. 

are quite stable with respect to different 
fits. Later on we use the dL values obta_ined 
with the parameters of FIT 7 <a 1=a

3
= 0, 

a 2 =-2.2 ±0.2, a 4 =-20.9±6.3+i(20.1±6.3) and 
FIT 4 <g 2 =2.:J±0.3,g 3 =0l for the X0 4'1"" 
and X0 4yrr+rr- decays, respectively. 

At last, in the x0 4 yy decay, the only 
natural decay analyzer is the y -momentum 
k in the X0 rest frame. The decay matrix 
element is unambiguously determined by 
the requirement of the Bose-symmetry and 
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Table 2 

The values of the quantities d 2 and d 4 
for different X0 decay analyzers v and 
different sets of the decay parameters 
(see Tables 1, 2 in ref. 12! ) . The dL 
values in the x0 ~y,,+,,- decay have been 
calculated with the dipion mass in the 
p

0 -region, 620-880MeV/c 2 .Note _that in 
th.e J.' 0 ~ ry"" decay d ~·x~ 0.86 , V"""'l ii and 
-ymm ~il. The extreme d

2 
values in the 

X° ~ yn-+,,- decay are displayed in Fig. 2. 

Xo deCSJ Pit x0 dec8J anal;yzer Number CL , , , of' fitted mode N" ll k q parameters % 

6 -0.77 0.26 0.58 0.23 o.5a 0.76 2 22 

7 -0.77 0.27 0.57 0.30 o.60 0.69 3 29 

8 -o,ao 0.25 0.59 0.32 0.55 0.67 3 36•/ 

9 -0.77 0.26 0.56 0.30 0,60 0.68 4 25 

10 -0.77 0.26 0.60 0.34 o.56 o.65 4 50'/ 

11 -0.79 0.25 0.59 0.23 0,55 0.76 4 26 

12 -o.61 0.33 0.21 0.31 0.81 0.66 5 46 

13 -0.71 0.29 0.31 0.33 0.77 0.64 5 42•/ 

4 0.44 0.04 -0.88 0.11 0,40 0 1 19 

5 0.33 o.oo -0.89 0.13 0.46 0 2 21 

*Final state mr -interaction is taken 
into account. 

by the y -quantum transversality 

A .. ~ k. [;\(ll 0< 2lJ. (7) 
'l ' J 

i.e., only the r 00 element is different 
from zero. This leads to the maximal pos
sible dL values d

2 
~d 4 ~1 thus making the 
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Fig. 2. The decay coefficients dL vs the 
mixing parameter g2(g =Olin the x0 ~y,,.+,,.
decay (620 < m <880 MeV /c 2 ) • The vertical 
lines indicate the corridor g 2 =2.3±0.31 2/_ 

The g 2 dependence of the Poo element (heli-. 
city frame) of the p0 -meson in the x0 ~yp0 

decay is presented as well. The value 
Poo =0.04 ±0.04 has been fitted from the 
cos 3 -data of refs. /3, 7, 13/, Note that p

00 
=0 

if the X0 is a pseudoscalar meson. 

x 0 ~ yy decay especially useful for the 
X0 -meson spin determination/13, 15/. 

The quantities cL can vanish in the case 
when there is no diagonal X0 spin alignment, 
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i.e., if Pmefl/5 for all m~O;tl,±2 But in 
the forward X0 production process K-p~ X0 J\ 
(rr-p ., X0 n) or at threshold of this reaction, 
the X" spin projections±2 on the c.m.s .. 
beam momentum K ( z-axis) are forbidden, 
i.e., p 22 ~o. Consequently, 

J 
(' • -(] + p ) 

'.! 2 00 ' 
c =_!__(5p -2), 

4 3 00 
(8) 

so that the anisotropies should be pre
sented in the distribution (1) for an 
arbitrary fi 

11 
value (c?::: 1/2). This is illu

strated by Y·ig. 1, where (based on the d1. 
estimates in Table 2 and on the inequali
ties o~ 1>

00
:c '1-21>

22
) the z- predictions for 

the l'-E asymmetries in the Adair distribu
tion (1), 

0'-E)'(l'+E)· _1_5_(<p '--~<!' ') <P >~ 72 cd, (9) 
8 2 ]6 4 ' I. I. L 

are displayed vs p22 • They fit well with 
the P-E asymmetries at 2.18 GeV/c 
(x'0.!JH)i7 i.at 1.75 GeV/c (x·O.fill101and at 
4.16 GeV/c <x··O.!l!J:J)/IZ/, the corresponding 
p 22 values being equal to 0.05±0.12, 
0.34 ± 0.14 and 0.21±0.07, respectively, 
see also Table 1. The P-E asymmetries ob
tained in the latter two experiments also 
agree well with the isotropic distribution 
contrary to the asymmetries at 2.18 GeV/c 
which have a confidence level only a small 
fraction of a per cent to be in agreement 
with isotropyhl.rt should be stressed in 
this context that, even if all the Adair 
distributions would be consistent with 
isotropy, the 2-hypothesis could not yet 
be excluded, while it is not justified that 
the Adair cut is sufficient to make p

22 
«1/5. 



3. Let us now discuss the question of the 
Adair cut. It is pointed out in ref. ho/ 
that the cut x> 0.6 used in the Adair ana
lysis at 1.75 GeV/c is sufficient to ensure 
the Adair condition p 22 »1/5 assuming that 
only s- and p- waves are present in the final 
state of the reaction K-p~ x0 11. The dominance 
of the lowest orbital momentum waves in 
this experiment is indicated by the cosO c.m. 

distribution which can be well fitted by 
a second order polynomial in x=coso,.m_, see 
the solid curve W(x) in Fig. 3. Unfortuna
tely, the statistics in this experiment 
are not rich enough to draw an unambiguous 
conclusion, e.g., the dashed curve W(x) con
taining a large contribution from the 
waves with f up to 4 also well describes 
the x -distribution in Fig. 3. Note that 
theX0 c.m.s. momentum (P=243 MeV/c) is 
not small enough to make centrifugal bar
riers effective for suppression of the 
amplitudes with f ::_2 as compared to a strong 
p -wave amplitude. In fact, we do not need 
many waves in order to obtain a large p 22 
value for x > 0.6. Below we show that even 
only amplitudes with rs 2(4) can give 
p 22 =0.2(0.3) in the interval x>0.6. Besides, 
a simultaneous good description of the 
x -distribution can be achieved in the 
case with 1::04. First we recall that the p 22 
element is a bilinear product of the am
plitudes with fz2:1, i.e., p

22
(x)=0 if cm•x=O 

and generally 

p (x) = F (x) sin 2e 
22 n c.m. 

(10) 

where F (xl is a polynomial in x of the 
n max order n = 2C -2. The function p

22
(x) is limi-
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of the x-distribution 
with P ma' =4 (p?.,(x>O.fi)= 
=0.3 is required). 

1 

-1 0 

Events/0.1 X=cosB,m 

ted by the positivity condition 

2p 
22 

(x) '.:_ Sp p = W ( x) (11) 

and by the fact that no anisotropies are 
seen in the decay angular distributions 
averaged over all production angles, i.e., 

- l 
<p > --5-<\\ ·, 

mm 
(12) 
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1 max 
where <p>~ f pdx.For r ~l we then have 

-1 

2p 22 (xl~0.3<W>sin
2 0 0 .m. curve 1 in £..!:~L 

yielding the averaged normalized value 
P22 <x >0.6l~0.05«1/5 <fi2 2~fp 22 dx/fWdxl. For Cm"' ~z 
the function p22<xl cannot be determined 
unambiguously. In Fig. 3 we show curve 2 
for the function 2p 22 (xl. normalized by the 
condition (12), yielding the maximal value 
of the element p 22 in the interval x> 0.6, 
P- 22 ~ 0.18::: 1/5. This curve also satisfies the 
positivity condition (11). A large value 
of p22 <x > 0.6) and at the same time a good 
description of the x-distribution can be 
achieved with ymax~4, see dahsed curves W(x) 
and 2p 22 (xl in Fig. 3. In this quite ap
proximate fit with an essentially reduced 
number of possible free parameters, we 
claim p 22 <x> 0.6) ~ 0.3. The corresponding 
P~ -dependence ( PT is the X0 perpendicular 
momentum) of the p 22 value in the interval 
<O,p.1J displayed in Fi~_!,_ indicates that 
the Adair condition (p 22 «1/5) would be ful
·filled in this case only for extremely 
forward produced X0 -mesons. 

Let us now discuss some other considera
tions concerning the Adair condition. Usu
ally pT« R-1 - 200 MeV/c is required, where 
R is an effective radius of -1 fm. This 
inequality follows from the quasiclassical 
relation <1 z> -RpTand from the fact that 
the element p 22 is a bilinear product of the 
amplitudes with 1z~l.This can be written 
in a more quantitative form, e.g., in 
a rather general absorption model of Dar, 
Watts and Weiskopf/16~According to this 
model, at high energies and small values of 
PT, the PT dependence of the helicity ampli-
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tudes of quasi-two-body reactions is al
most completely determined by the absorption 
effects, i.e., very approximately, 

(13) 

where t' =I ti -ltlmin (t is the 4-momentum transfer) 
and J

0 
(y) is the Bessel function of the 

n -th drder; n is the hel ici ty change, 
n=l\-AA+A I for the reaction K-p 4 X0 A. 
The constants q1t1depending on the helicity 
configurations can be estimated, e.g., 
from the one-particle exchange diagrams*. 
It follows from eq. (13) that the x-distri
bution for x close to 1 can be approximated 
as 

2 2 
W(x) = J 

0 
(y) + aJ 

1 
(y) , y =Ry' t', (14) 

where a>O is some parameter. Besides, the 
function 4aJ 1(y) 2 gives an upper estimate 
for the element p 22 • We have fitted the t' -
distribution at 2.18 GeV/c by the formula 
(14) and achieved a good description 
fort'< 0.2 (GeV/c) 2 with ~he parameters 
R = 1. 3 ± O .1 fm and a = 3. O ± O. 7. The cor
responding p~ dependence of the upper p 22 
estimate in the interval <O,p T> is shown 
in Fig. 4, curve 2. A similar fit of the 
1. 75 GeV/c data t' < 0. 2 (GeV /c) 2 ) yields 
R = 1 . 0 ± 0. 5 fm, a = 2 .1 ± 1 . 7 and the upper 

*At low energies, besides t -channel 
exchanges, s -channel effects .may be im
portant. Note that the c.m.s. energy at 
1.75 GeV/c is only 30 MeV higher than the 
strong K-p resonance J\ (2100>7/2 - . 
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Fig. 4. The estimates of the normalized r 22 
elements in the intervals <O,pT) vs p 2i· 
Curve 1 has been obtained from a fit of 
the x-distribution at 1.75 GeV/c with 1m••_4 
providing p 22 (x > 0.6)- 0.3. Curve 2 is an upper 
r22 estimate following from a fit of the 

't' -distribution at 2 .18 GeV /c to the 
formula (14) . 

r 22 estimate compatible with curve 2 as 
well. Of course, these estimates cannot be 
considered too seriously at so small primary 
momenta. 

The experimental r22 values at 1.75 GeV/c 
<PT< 197 MeV/c) and at 2.i8 GeV/c (pT< 

< 101 MeV/c) are not in contradiction with 
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curve 2, while the p 22 value at 4.16 GeV/c 
(pT < 108 MeV/c) is one standard deviation 
higher than the upper estimate according to 
curve 2. The latter fact can be interpreted 
as an argument in favour of the X0-meson 
pseudoscalarity (assuming that curve 2 is 
near the true upper p 22 bound at 4.16 GeV/c). 
However, we should take care of this point. 
Assuming, e.g., that unnatural parity 
exchange dominates in the X0 production 
amplitude, a rapid increase of the p 22 
element (at small PT) can be obtained with 
increasing primary momentum. Note that 
a strong energy dependence of the p 22 ele
ment may be also indicated by the absence 
of anisotropies in LBL data for x > 0,93/s/ 
(these data come mainly from the 2.65 GeV/c 
exposure; the correspodning pTs are less 
than 136 MeV/c). 

We thus see that the large p 22 -values 
obtained in the 2- fits of the Adair dis
tributions at 1.75 GeV/c (pT<l95 MeV/c) 
and at 4.16 GeV/c (pT<l08 MeV/c (see 
Fig. 1) apparently do not yield conclusive 
arguments against the spin-2 assignment. 
Sometimes the absence of anisotropies in 
the production and decay correlations ave
raged over all production angles is also used 
as an argument against a nonzero X0 spin 
because such a situation seems unlikely in 
an incident K- momentum range of 2,.5 GeV/cl61. 
However, this argument is model-dependent 
and evidently not conclusive as well. 

Therefore the X0 spin parity analyses 
performed up to now give no definite answer 
to this problem. Both o-and2-hypotheses 
are still possible. It is seen that the 
eventual solution of this question requires 
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a comprehensive study of the X0 production 
and decay correlations in different kine
matical regions (especially near threshold) 
and in different reactionsl 131.,Probably, the 
most suitable and relatively simple ex
periment would be a study of the Adair 
distribution in the reaction rr- p ~ x 0 n /IS/ 

The author is very grateful to r~M.Gra
menitsky, V.I.Ogievetsky and A.N.Zaslavsky 
for valuable discussions. 
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